
Double  Or  Nothing  2021
Preview
I always get a bit excited for an AEW pay per view because
they have earned the reputation of putting on good shows.
Aside from their misfire with the exploding ring fiasco at
Full Gear, AEW has not had a truly bad pay per view or even
that many bad pay per view moments in their history. They are
getting  another  chance  to  keep  that  record  strong  and
hopefully  they  can  pull  it  off.  Let’s  get  to  it.

Buy-In: NWA Women’s Title: Serena Deeb(c) vs. Riho

There is a bit of history here as Riho beat Deeb in the #1
contenders tournament a few months back. The title has been
kind of a weird addition to AEW as it only pops in every so
often and there are rarely any interesting stories involved.
Riho has not been around so often lately, but she is always
presented as one of the bigger stars in the company. Deeb is
awesome at what she does though and now gets the chance to
showcase herself.

I’ll take Deeb to retain here as it is almost hard to fathom
the NWA title changing hands on an AEW show. This feels like a
match being added for the sake of adding something in and that
is a fine enough excuse for a pre-show. The action will be
good and that is about all you can ask for from a match like
this. Deeb retains, though I’m not entirely sure where that
leaves Riho.

Hangman Page vs. Brian Cage

This one has my interest up a bit and that is because of Page.
For months now, the theory has been that Page is the one to
take the AEW World Title off of Kenny Omega, but there has
been nothing to suggest that is actually going to happen. Page
has been toiling with the Dark Order for a good while now and
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doing little more than comedy stuff. This week’s Dynamite saw
him get a lot more serious and that is a good sign for his
future.

I think it’s a good sign for him in this match too as he’ll
beat Cage. As much of a monster as Cage is, there is no reason
for him to win here. Page is possibly being primed to go after
the World Title so a win over someone of Cage’s stature should
help. Throw in that Cage is having issues with the rest of
Team Taz and it is hard to imagine him having much of a chance
here.

Tag Team Titles: Young Bucks(c) vs. Jon Moxley/Eddie Kingston

I usually save the bigger matches for later but let’s have
some fun. This is the match that interests me the most on the
card as I really could see it going either way. The main catch
here is that, assuming another title match goes a certain way,
we very well could be looking at all heel champions in AEW.
Someone would have to break through that wall and balance
things out a bit and that might be Moxley and Kingston.

That being said, I don’t think the titles change hands here.
It seems more likely that the Bucks and Omega get to hold
their three titles at once because that is what AEW finds
interesting. I very well may be wrong on this and the title
change would not shock me in the least, but I think the Bucks
hold  on  here,  likely  through  some  sort  of  overthought
shenanigans.

Cody Rhodes vs. Anthony Ogogo

Then we have this one and it might be the most discussed match
on the entire show. Rhodes is becoming the American Dream for
one  night  only  and  is  fighting  one  of  those  evil
foreign….uh….British  guys.  The  patriotism  aspect  has  felt
rather forced in this story as it seems to come out of the
1980s rather than a modern wrestling company. Ogogo doesn’t
have much experience either, but here he is anyway.



I’ll go on a limb here and pick Ogogo, which is where this
story should head if they want to make a bigger star for a
change. Ogogo has only wrestled a handful of matches and it
would be a huge deal to beat Rhodes. I’m not completely sold
on the idea that Ogogo wins as Rhodes has a tendency to get
some questionable victories, but I’ll take Ogogo here and hold
AEW rolls the dice.

AEW World Title: Kenny Omega(c) vs. Pac vs. Orange Cassidy

Omega has been mentioned enough so far that we might as well
just knock his match out. This match does not grab my interest
very well and I can’t believe that I’m alone in that. It came
out of nowhere as suddenly these two were top contenders and
the match was set as a result. I’m not sure how I’m supposed
to buy Omega as being in danger here but that is what AEW is
asking.

Of course I’ll take Omega to retain here as I can’t imagine
either Pac or Cassidy getting the title. This match feels like
a token title defense for Omega as I can’t fathom him losing
the title anytime soon. Cassidy feels way over his head here
and while Pac is great, I don’t think he’s going to get the
title. Omega retains here in a match that has as much drama as
a screwball comedy.

AEW Women’s Title: Hikaru Shida(c) vs. Britt Baker

This would be the one title match standing in the way of
likely total heel dominance and I’m not sure how much you
would bet on the good guys. Of all of the matches on the card,
this one might have the least drama to the whole thing and I’m
not sure if there is even a point in suggesting otherwise. I
think you know where this is going and that is what is best
for all of us.

In a moment that is a very long time coming, Baker finally
breaks through the glass ceiling and wins the title here.
Shida has held the thing for over a year now and is pretty far



past the point of being ready to lose. Baker is one of the
best things going in AEW and has been for a long time now. It
is time that she claims her destiny and holds the title for a
long time, so go with the only logical option here.

Sting/Darby Allin vs. Ethan Page/Scorpio Sky

AEW has made a big deal out of this being Sting’s first
regular match in five years and that is not exactly drawing me
in. Sting and Allin make a fine mentor/student pairing, but I
really don’t have any interest in seeing Sting wrestle again.
It doesn’t help that the villains have been pretty tacked on,
to the point where they feel like bad guys of the month for
Sting to beat without breaking a sweat.

That being said, I’ll go with Sky and Page to win here as
there is no need for Sting and Allin to beat them. If AEW
wants  Sky  and  Page  to  mean  anything,  it  would  be  fairly
ridiculous to have them beat someone who isn’t going to his
status no matter what. Allin should not be taking the fall,
but his team should be taking the loss so the two new villains
can have something to brag about for a bit.

Casino Battle Royal

Man alive this company loves these gambling themes. I never
know what to do with a match like this because there are so
many options out there. You could probably bet on one of the
favorites but with at least one spot being open, it really
could go in multiple directions. The announced lineup looks
pretty deep, but that TBA spot has my interest up a little
higher.

Based on who is currently announced for the match, I’ll take
Christian Cage to win. The rest of the field is mainly a bunch
of midcarders, with Cage as the only one I could see (outside
of maybe Dustin Rhodes) having a real chance. That being said,
I do think there is a possibility of Andrade winning here and
there is little reason to have someone of his stature debut if



he  wasn’t  winning  the  match.  So  Cage  if  no  Andrade,  but
Andrade if Andrade.

TNT Title: Miro(c) vs. Lance Archer

Sidenote:  just  make  it  the  TV  Title  already.  Dynamite  is
moving over to TBS later this year so just go with the logical
move. With that out of the way, this should be a heck of a
hoss fight and that is all they have advertised it as being.
Miro has come a very long way in a short amount of time as
getting rid of Kip Sabian and all of the gaming stuff has
worked wonders for him, which should not surprise anyone.

Based on that alone, Miro retains here, as Archer seems to be
heading for a split with Jake Roberts. At this point that is
the right idea too, as Archer can cover anything Roberts can
do for him. Miro is looking like he could be the breakout star
around here and that is why he was brought in in the first
place. Go with what makes sense here and have Miro retain
after a heck of a battle.

Stadium Stampede

This almost has to end the show due to the magnitude and the
stakes, as the Inner Circle has to split up if the Pinnacle
can beat them. The original version was complete insanity and
very memorable, which is what I’m expecting this time around
too. The Inner Circle is coming in banged up after Dynamite so
the writing is starting to look like it is on the wall here.

I’m going with what should make sense and say Pinnacle wins,
though I can’t shake the idea of a fast one being pulled. The
Inner Circle has had a great run, but there isn’t much left
for them to do. Spitting them up does not mean we can’t see
MJF vs. Chris Jericho, so maybe that is where we go for All
Out. Either way, the match should be good and insane, which is
all you could want from this.

Overall Thoughts



This is a heck of a stacked card and has me more interesting
in a show than I have been in a long time. The top of the card
is loaded and the rest is not bad at all, meaning we could be
in for a pretty awesome night. AEW knows how to set things up
but more importantly they know how to deliver on them, which
is what I’m counting on here. The show looks great and that
excited feeling is always nice to have.

 

 

Remember to follow me on Twitter @kbreviews and head over to
my Amazon author page with 30 different cheap wrestling books
at:

http://www.amazon.com/Thomas-Hall/e/B00E6282W6

AND

Remember to check out Wrestlingrumors.net for all of your
wrestling headline needs.
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